UCDHS HEALTH CLEARANCE CRITERIA

☐ **Mandatory** MEASLES (RUBEOLA) Criteria:
   Proof of immunity to measles. Acceptable criteria:
   
   ➢ Positive serology for Antibody to Measles is required *(copy of lab slip)*
     
   OR
   
   ➢ Documentation of TWO measles shots in a lifetime.

☐ **Mandatory** RUBELLA (GERMAN MEASLES) Criteria:
   Proof of immunity to Rubella. Acceptable criteria:
   
   ➢ Positive serology for Antibody to Rubella is required *(copy of lab slip)*
     
   OR
   
   ➢ Documentation of TWO immunizations for Rubella (MMR, MR, Rubella immunization).

☐ **Mandatory immunity or declination** VARICELLA (CHICKEN POX) Criteria:
   Proof of immunity to Varicella. Acceptable criteria:
   
   ➢ Varicella (VZ) by serology, not history *(copy of lab slip)*
     
   OR
   
   ➢ Or two Varivax injections – will be given quarantine policy if non-immune.

☐ **Mandatory immunity or declination** MUMPS
   Proof of immunity to Mumps. Acceptable criteria:
   
   - Documentation of TWO MMR’s in a lifetime
     
   OR
   
   - Positive serology antibody for mumps *(copy of lab slip)*
   
   - Or can sign a declination at EHS

☐ **Mandatory immunity or declination** Hepatitis B only for employees at risk of Bloodborne exposure – (exception - volunteers are not eligible, only if in CLA class)
   
   ➢ EHS requires all three (3) doses of Hepatitis B vaccine.
   
   ➢ EHS requires a Hepatitis B surface antibody test (CDC states a quantitative number value of ‘10’ represents life time immunity – lab values that are positive – may or may not reflect this)

☐ **RECOMMENDED - TDAP** *(once in a lifetime booster for Whooping cough)*
   
   OR - signed declination in EHS - **Mandatory**

☐ **Antibody only for employees at risk of Bloodborne exposure**
   Tested by serology (This does not preclude the employees or volunteers ability to work if positive – stays confidential)
Mandatory Tuberculosis (TB) Criteria:

- Evidence of 2 step PPD skin test results within the last 3 months (One test can be accepted within 1 year the other within 3 months, or a second PPD can be placed day of health exam in EHS)
- Or Quantiferon lab result within 1 year will be accepted, but a PPD skin test will be placed the day of health exam in EHS
- If individual is already PPD Positive:
  - Evidence of a chest x-ray within the last 3 months and interview the participant for TB symptoms (symptom interview).

You are not cleared to work until a 2-step is completed. If tests are not obtained before the day of your health exam, this will cause a 14 day delay. After a PPD skin test is placed then read, the second PPD cannot be replaced for 7 days after the first read date. Having this done prior to your arrival will expedite your health clearance so you can start work.

TB clearance is required annually for all health care providers by either a skin test or a symptom interview.

☐ Mandatory Seasonal Flu vaccine – is offered yearly
  
  Evidence of vaccination from elsewhere or vaccinated here at EHS/UCDMC
  
  OR

Declination
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